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Today's Agenda

Keystrokes

Orientation

Headers/Footers

Gridlines

Printing

Setting Up Your Spreadsheet

Filters

Sorting

Conditional Formatting

Finding and Organizing Your Data

Simple Formulas

Auto Sum

Other sheets

Formulas

Cell format and alignment

Wrap Text and Merge 

Borders

Formatting Your Cells



CTRL C= COPY

CTRL V= PASTE

CTRL X= CUT

CTRL Z= Undo

CTRL B= Bold

CTRL I= Italics

CTRL P= Print 

CTRL S= Save

 C= COPY

X= CUT

 Z= Undo

 B= Bold

 I= Italics

P= Print

  V= PASTE

 S= Save 

KEYSTROKES
PC MAC



SETTING UP YOUR
SPREADSHEET

If you've ever struggled to line up cells on one page

to the headers on another- you know how difficultit  

can be. Make it easier on your reader and set this up

before you print. I

Use Print Titles to have your spreadsheet repeat

rows at the top of each page.

Pro Tip

PAGE LAYOUT



Is it very small? Try clicking "Zoom to 100%" 

This handy tool lets you determine what data ends

up on which page. 

If you're not happy with the automatic breaks, use

your mouse and slide the dotted blue line over.

Page Break View

PAGE LAYOUT



What to Print:

The worksheet, or the whole workbook?  

Layout

(And if you can, print two-sided) 

You've already set up your orientation, paper

size, and margins. But if you need to make any

changes, you don't have to go back to the

workbook.

Pro Tip: Saving as a PDF

This works for any document, even if you don't

have ADOBE PRO- you can still save your work

as a PDF, protecting it from errant key strokes

after you've shared it!

PRINTING



MERGE and CENTER 

STEP 1

STEP 2

Wrap Text

STEP 1

STEP 2



PRO TIP!
 

Want dashes?
How about a red box?

 
Use Line Color and Style to
customize your borders. 

 
 
 



FORMATTING YOUR CELLS 



FORMATTING YOUR CELLS 

...continued

Preceding Zeros
 

Pro Tip: It's best to format these cells BEFORE adding
in your data, otherwise you'll need to mannually add

your "0" back in 



SORT AND
FILTER

Why Filter?

Maybe you don't want to see ALL of

your data. While sorting can be great to

organize what you're looking at, you're

probably still looking at A LOT. Filtering

lets you see just a segment. 

Why Sort? 

Sorting lets you organize your data

easily and in the way you want. 

Maybe you want your fields

alphabetical, or maybe by color, or

value.

Can I Use Both?

OF COURSE!



SORTING What do you want to sort?

You can sort your data by any column,

and then by values, color or even icon. 

And then what? 

Maybe you want anything with a cell or

font color at the top to  bottom. 

Determine the order. Do you want to see

your data from smallest to highest, or

highest to smaller?

Pro Tip:

Make sure you are sorting your ENTIRE

worksheet: if you only highlight one column,

you'll sort only that data in that column and will

attribute your data to the wrong field.  

Let's get fancy-

You can also sort by row. In our example

here, we've got about 10 different

"accounts"- maybe you want to see which

month was the most expensive for Office

Supplies.  In the "Options" button, change  

the orientation to "Left to Right"- that will

let you sort by row instead of column.



Simply highlight the column (or columns)

you want to filter by and select "Filter"

from the menu. Arrows will appear next

to each column, allowing you to select

your criteria. 

#NOFILTER
NO! Filters are great, and so easy

in excel.



CONDITIONAL
FORMMATINGConditional Formatting is a quick

and easy way to apply formatting

to cells using a set of criteria.



FORMULAS: SIMPLE EQUATIONS 

It helps to think of

Excel as just a big

calculator. Just like on a

calculator you can add,

subtract, multiply and

divide- just in bulk. It's

like the Cosco of

calculators. 



AUTOSUM

You can use
AutoSum to

find averages
too!  

Have a LOT of data to

add? AutoSum makes

it easy.

 

 



FORMULAS: 
Referencing

other sheets

Pro Tip!

Format your cells to
automatically

designate a negative 



QUESTIONS?



And thank you to our co-presenter!
 
 

If GRDC can help you or your business grow, contact us at
connect@graftonrdc.org!

achisolm@ccsnh.edu 
(603) 443-4200

mailto:connect@graftonrdc.org

